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of cases dealt with annually. He found it doing only minor
operations and the easier major ones. He left it the best
surgical centre south of Madras. He found the medical
men working for a pittance of twelve rupees a month, and
left them with a salary of four or five times that amount,
a wage more suitable to their education and station in
life. All this was done without asking for money from
home, for he started the system of raising the money by
fees, rightly reckoning that to treat the rich for nothing is
not true charity. In Pugh's time the Medical Mission had
made a bigger advance than during the time of any mis-
sionary before or since.
A welcome partner in my increased responsibilities was
Dudley Marks, a young surgeon from St. Thomas's Hos-
pital, who came along soon after Pugh's departure, in
response to an urgent letter from me. He stayed with us
two years, and by his quiet efficiency and modest manner
won the confidence of the Indians in a way which was all
the more remarkable because he knew not one word of their
language, and in addition to that was unmarried. Would
that he had stayed with us ; but unfortunately his family
affairs demanded his return in 1928, and his place was taken
by Ian Orr, who is still at Neyyoor. Orr was even younger,
but has developed into a first-rate surgeon, and a first-rate
missionary, too. Much of the research done at Neyyoor
(and I wish that we had the staff or the time to do more
with the amazing material at our disposal) has been done
by him. Much of the efficiency of the present working of
the hospital is due to him, and his truly Christian character
and keenness are a great asset. With Harlow as business
manager, we are indeed well off in European staff in com-
parison with what we were when Pugh left and I had every-
thing except the nursing on my shoulders. Harlow saw at
once, being a qualified chemist, that we were wasting large
sums by getting our drugs in the wrong markets. By
judicious buying from manufacturers, and making our own
tinctures, tooth paste, tablets, antiphlogistine, and a thou-
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